
4. Relatedness and “twin studies”

Coefficient of relatedness (r): the proportion of genes 
shared between individuals

The higher the r, the more alike individuals will be 
(assuming environment is held constant)

Twin studies

raised in Nazi 
Germany by Catholic 

grandmother

raised in the 
Caribbean by 
Jewish father

both like sweet liqueurs, store rubber bands on their wrists, 
read magazines from back to front, dip buttered toast in their 

coffee, have similar personalities...

4. Relatedness and “twin studies”

Coefficient of relatedness (r): the proportion of genes 
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Twin studies
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5. Artificial selection experiments

If it is possible to select for increased expression of a 
behaviour over successive generations, there must have 
been a heritable component to begin with

Example: nest-building behaviour in house mice

50 g               5 g

high line low line

5. Artificial selection experiments

Example: the farm fox experiment

Set up in 1959 by Dmitri Belyaev, 
and continues today...



Behavioural traits: docile, eager for human attention, 
like pet dogs!

Developmental traits: earlier eye-opening in pups, 
longer critical period of response to auditory stimuli, 
delayed development of fear response

40 years, 20 generations later... 40 years, 20 generations later...

Physical traits: changes in pigmentation, floppy ears, 
shorter tails, smaller skulls, less sexual dimorphism, 
snouts shorter and wider faces, retention of juvenile 
physical characteristics

Physiological traits:

↓ adrenal gland activity (stress)

↓ corticosteroids (flight response)

↑ serotonin (inhibits aggression)

The farm fox experiment

Showed that selection for a single behavioural trait 
resulted in a suite of morphological, physiological 
and behavioural changes

Why?

Behaviour is regulated by hormones and 
neurotransmitters that have diverse effects on 
other genes and developmental processes

What about the history of dogs?

What does this tell us about dog 
domestication?

Was it a direct selection on many 
different traits, or a correlated 

response?

Human preferences for the physical 
traits are real (e.g., teddy bears)

c. 1900



6. Behavioural genomics

Using modern, broad-scale genetic approaches to 
determine which genes affect behaviour, and how

Example: the honeybee was the first eusocial insect to 
have its genome sequenced in 1996

6. Behavioural genomics

What causes changes in worker behaviour over time?

A worker honeybee has the 
same set of genes throughout its 
life, so these differences have to 
do with which genes are 
activated, and when

But what gets it started?

Experimental colonies created with workers from the 
same cohort (i.e., age)

• Worker division of labour still occurs

• Interactions with bees at other developmental stages 
help regulate the pattern of gene expression



But what gets it started?

Experimental colonies created with workers from the 
same cohort (i.e., age)

• Worker division of labour still occurs

• Interactions with bees at other developmental stages 
help regulate the pattern of gene expression

Also, the greater the percentage of old bees, the fewer 
workers become foragers

# becoming
foragers

+ old bees + young bees

Experimental colonies created with workers from the 
same cohort (i.e., age)

• Worker division of labour still occurs

• Interactions with bees at other developmental stages 
help regulate the pattern of gene expression

Also, the greater the percentage of old bees, the fewer 
workers become foragers

• Inhibitory effect has been traced to a fatty acid 
produced by older forager bees

But what gets it started?

Nurse-to-forager development is thus a 
product of the interaction between G & E

What about the environment?

Environmental effects can be irreversible

• In some cases, individuals have the potential to develop 
alternative phenotypes

e.g. dung beetles

• Environmental cues can determine which genes are 
activated

e.g. sex of turtles determined by nest temperature, with 
higher temperature usually leading to ♀ bias



Other early-life environmental effects

The embryonic environment: in mammals, 
hormones from siblings can affect development

e.g. female rats developing next to brothers in 
utero develop masculinized genital anatomy, and 
exhibit male-like behaviours

Imprinting: a form of learning where individuals 
exposed to a certain key stimulus, usually early 
in life, form an irreversible association with that 
stimulus

Filial imprinting: when young animals learn the 
behavioural characteristics of their parent(s)

Early period critical: geese imprint on first suitable, 
moving stimulus 13-16 hours after hatching

Imprinting

Timing = genetic
Object = environmental

Imprinting

Sexual imprinting: when young animals learn 
the characteristics of desirable mates

Example: zebra finches, nail polish and confused males...

Imprinting

Sexual imprinting: when young animals learn 
the characteristics of desirable mates

Example: zebra finches, nail polish and confused males...

Male choice experiment 1:

Female with mom’s bill colour vs. female with dad’s bill colour

Male choice experiment 2:

Female with dad’s bill colour vs. male with mom’s bill colour



Imprinting

Sexual imprinting: when young animals learn 
the characteristics of desirable mates

great tit
blue tit

Imprinting

Sexual imprinting: when young animals learn 
the characteristics of desirable mates

Example: great tits and blue tits

Imprinting has limits!

Summary

To understand the development of 
behaviour, we must consider...
1. The role of genes

2. The role of the environment

3. The interactions between them!

biotic abiotic

internal external

This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 4: Genes and environment I

Lecture 5: Genes and environment II 

Lecture 6: Neural and hormonal 
mechanisms

LAB 1: handouts on website!

Text chapter 3

Online paper discussion Sunday Sept. 25


